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ABSTRACT
The performance of various acoustic feature extraction methods has been compared in this work using
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network in a Bangla speech recognition system. The acoustic
features are a series of vectors that represents the speech signals. They can be classified in either words or
sub word units such as phonemes. In this work, at first linear predictive coding (LPC) is used as acoustic
vector extraction technique. LPC has been chosen due to its widespread popularity. Then other vector
extraction techniques like Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and perceptual linear prediction
(PLP) have also been used. These two methods closely resemble the human auditory system. These feature
vectors are then trained using the LSTM neural network. Then the obtained models of different phonemes
are compared with different statistical tools namely Bhattacharyya Distance and Mahalanobis Distance to
investigate the nature of those acoustic features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Speech is the most effective way of communication among people. This is the most natural way
of conveying information. Therefore, to interact vocally with computers, studies are being
conducted in a number of fields. The objective is to simulate the humans’ ability to talk, to carry
out of simple tasks by computers through the means of machine-human interaction, to turning
speech to text through Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems. Recently, signal
processing and detection have been applied in a variety of fields such as human activity tracking
and recognition [1,2], computer engineering, physical sciences, health-related applications [3],
and natural science and industrial applications [4].
In recent years, neural network technology has significantly enhanced the precision of ASR
system, and many applications are being developed for smartphones and intelligent personal
assistants. Many researches on end-to-end speech detection are being conducted to swap the
hidden Markov model (HMM) based technique which has been used for many years. The end-toend models with neural networks include connectionist temporal classification (CTC)-trained
recurrent neural networks (RNN), encoder-decoder architectures [5], and RNN transducers [6,7].
Although HMM-based algorithms can be considered computationally efficient, they require many
uneven memory accesses and a large memory foot-print. On the contrary, RNN based ASR has
the advantage of low memory footprint; however, it demands many computationally expensive
arithmetic operations for real-time inference.
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A lot of works has been done in ASR for a variety of major languages in the world. Regrettably,
only a handful of works have been carried out for Bangla, which is among the most widely
spoken languages in the world in terms of number of speakers. Some of these efforts can be
found in [8]. However, majority of these studies mainly focussed on simple word-level detection
worked on a very minor database. Also these works did not account for the various dialects of
different parts of the country. The reasons for this can be pointed as the lack of proper speech
database.
The primary target of this study is to examine the efficiency of various acoustic vectors for
Bangla speech detection using LSTM neural network and assess their performances based on
different statistical parameters.

2. DATA PREPARATION
2.1. Bangla Speech Database
Right now the real difficulty while experimenting on Bangla ASR is the absence of proper
Bangla speech database. Either the existing database is not large enough or these databases are
not considering the colloquial variations among the speakers. Also majority of these are not
publicly available which is a massive hindrance in conducting research. Another difficulty is that
the database must be properly segmented or labelled while using for supervised learning. To
overcome this problem, we had to come up with our own solution [9].
The samples were first divided into two groups: training and testing. The male training corpus
were prepared by 50 male and 50 female speakers. A separate set of 20 male and female speakers
voiced the test samples. 200 common Bangla sentences were chosen for this database.
A medium sized room having styrofoam damper was used to record the samples. A dynamic
unidirectional microphone was used to collect training samples. In order to mimic the real-world
scenario for testing samples, a moderate grade smart phone was used.

2.2. Acoustic Feature Vectors
Linear predictive coding (LPC) was first introduced in 1966. It is widely used in audio signal
processing, speech processing and telephony. LPC embodies the spectral envelope of speech in
compressed form, using a linear predictive methodology. “These techniques can thus serve as a
tool for modifying the acoustic properties of a given speech signal without degrading the speech
quality. Some other potential applications of these techniques are in the areas of efficient storage
and transmission of speech, automatic formant and pitch extraction, and speaker and speech
recognition” [10].
The most efficient acoustic feature extraction methods are mainly based on models that are
similar to human hearing system. There are some limiting features of the human auditory system
such as nonlinear frequency scale, spectral amplitude compression, reduced sensitivity of at
lower frequencies etc. Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) and Perceptual Linear
Predictive (PLP) to some extent adopts the behaviour of human auditory system. MFCC was first
introduced in [11]. PLP introduced in [12] is based on ideas similar to the MFCCs. But the
computational steps of PLP are a bit elaborate and thus produce marginally better result which is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The steps of PLP and MFCC feature vector extraction.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
3.1. LSTM Neural Network Structure
LSTM, and in general, RNN based ASR systems [13,14,15] trained with CTC [16] have recently
been shown to work extremely well when there is an abundance of training data, matching and
exceeding the performance of hybrid DNN systems [15]. In the conventional DNN if the time is
long, the amount of remaining vector reduces that needs to be looped back. This process
inherently breaks down the network-updating scheme [17]. LSTM is naturally immune to this
problem as it can employ its comparatively long-term memory structure [5].
LSTM and RNN are very prominent in sequence prediction and labelling at the same time,
LSTM proved to have the better performance than RNN and DNN in context [18]. Recently,
according to the successful application of DNN to acoustic modelling [19,20,21] and speech
enhancement [22], a CTC output layer, is imposed on the acoustic model [23,24] in conjunction
with a deep LSTM network. Figure 2 shows the LSTM speech recognition block.

Figure 2. LSTM speech detection block

A standard LSTM neural network structure is comprised of an input layer, a recurring LSTM
layer and an output layer. In this study the input layer is a Time Delay Neural Network (TDNN)
layer and this layer is connected to the hidden layer.
The new LSTM structure proposed in [23] has been used in this work. As this method is based on
CTC training, there is a significant performance growth in speech detection tasks. This technique
has been adopted by Google. This typical LSTM cell structure is illustrated in Figure 3. The
LSTM cell consists of three gates: input, forget, and output, which control, respectively, what
fraction of the input is passed to the "memory" cell, what fraction of the stored cell memory is
retained, and what fraction of the cell memory is output.
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Figure 3. LSTM cell model
𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊𝑖𝑟 𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑖 ) ………………………...(1)
𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑓𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊𝑓𝑟 𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑓 )………………………..(2)
𝐶𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ⊙ 𝐶𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ⊙ g(𝑊𝑐𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊𝑐𝑟 𝑟𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑐 )…….(3)
𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑜𝑥 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊𝑜𝑟 𝑟𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑜𝑐 𝑐𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜 )………….…..(4)
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ⊙ 𝛷 𝑐𝑡 …………………………….…….…….(5)

Equations (1)-(5) are vector formulas that describe the LSTM cell.
Typically, LSTM parameters are initialized to small random values in an interval. However, for
the forget gate, this is a suboptimal choice, where small weights effectively close the gate,
preventing cell memory and its gradients from flowing in time. In this work this issue has been
addressed by initializing the forget gate bias to a large value.

3.2. Bhattacharyya Distance
The Bhattacharyya Distance [25,26] measures the similarity of two discrete or continuous
probability distributions which can be expressed by the following expressions.
1

1

𝐷𝐵 = 8 (µ1 − µ2 )𝑇 (µ1 − µ2 )−1 + 2 𝑙𝑛

det 𝛴
det 𝛴1 det 𝛴2

….(6)

where µi and Σi are the means and covariances of the distributions, respectively and
𝛴=

𝛴1 +𝛴2
2

….(7)

3.3. Mahalanobis Distance
The Mahalanobis distance [26] is a measure of the distance between a point and a distribution,
introduced by P. C. Mahalanobis in 1936.
𝐷𝑀 (𝑥) =

(𝑥 − 𝛴)𝑇 𝑆 −1 (𝑥 − 𝛴)….(8)

Where µ and Σ are the means and covariances of the distributions respectively and x is the point
whose distance is to be measured. In this work, the Mahalanobis distance between each frame is
measured for different phonemes.
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4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The next steps are training the LSTM model using the recorded training set of data for Bangla
speech. Three popular feature extraction methods, namely, LPC, MFCC and PLP has been tried
while training by 5000 male samples and testing this model using 1000 different male samples.
This combination has been chosen carefully as it performed reasonably well in [9].
Statistical distance quantifies the distance between two statistical objects, which can be two
random variables, or two probability distributions or samples. The distance can be between an
individual sample point and a population or a wider sample of points.
In this work both Bhattacharyya distance and Mahalanobis distance of various phoneme
coefficients has been computed for LPC, MFCC and PLP.
Table 1. Bhattacharyya distance between similar sounding phonemes
Phonemes to be compared
'"r"'
'"er"'
'"b"'
'"v"'
'"b"'
'"bh"'
'"d"'
'"dh"'
'"aa"'
'"ax"'
'"ch"'
'"chh"'

LPC
1.268892
0.602648
0.674364
0.091483
1.398714
0.477755

MFCC
1.609877
1.019706
1.99346
0.732092
0.257079
0.288733

PLP
1.935885
1.176067
2.228276
0.630423
0.278304
0.318336

'"ey"'

'"y"'

6.73841

1.88483

2.006171

'"n"'

'"ng"'

1.090365

2.900765

2.830959

'"uh"'

'"ih"'

1.399962

3.502966

3.659523

'"uh"'

'"eh"'

9.00648

3.199748

3.829925

'"uh"'

'"u"'

7.451423

1.100306

1.12853

'"dh"'

'"d"'

0.091483

0.732092

0.630423

'"s"'

'"sh"'

5.384669

0.149458

0.150676

'"v"'

'"bh"'

0.513366

1.427321

1.206649

'"oy"'

'"ay"'

3.930717

1.342863

1.604389

'"hh"'

'"h"'

1.363757

2.696534

2.499212

'"ah"'

'"ax"'

8.392236

0.288995

0.300063

'"ay"'

'"oy"'

3.930717

1.342863

1.604389

'"z"'

'"jh"'

3.993217

0.83873

0.956689

'"z"'

'"j"'

7.540232

0.810661

0.860811

'"zh"'

'"jh"'

0.934331

1.320837

1.200627

'"j"'

'"z"'

7.540232

0.810661

0.860811

'"j"'

'"zh"'

1.583787

1.722148

1.625498

'"j"'

'"jh"'

3.002899

0.511258

0.524364
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Figure 4. Mahalanobis distance between the phoneme ‘sil’ and the word “bideshi bonduk amdani”
Table 2. Timeframe of the word “bideshi” in Figure 4.
Frame start
0
53
63
69
74
78
89
94

Frame end
53
63
69
74
78
89
94
100

Phoneme
sil
bi
d
ey
eh
sh
ih
sp

5. DISCUSSION
From Table 1 it is evident that both PLP and LPC show some benefits over MFCC for similar
sounding phonemes. However, in most cases LPC shows some abnormally large distances which
should not be that large, as these phonemes sound similar.
If the timeframe of the word “bideshi” in Table 2 is matched with Figure 4, both PLP and MFCC
manages to distinguish 53th frame from the phoneme ‘sil’, while LPC detects something on the
onset of the phoneme ‘sh’ at frame no 78.

6. CONCLUSION
From Table 1, Table 2 and Figure 4 it is clear that, PLP and MFCC shows significantly better
result than LPC in terms of statistical distance. Combining the findings in [9] it can be said
clearly that PLP performs better than MFCC. So for large data set or for large sets of training and
testing, PLP seems to be a better alternative. However, RNN and LSTM mainly relies on
sequential processing. Which means they are inherently slow. The performance of PLP shines
through by combining it with a more advanced neural network like the transformer network [27].
As the transformer network can process faster, PLP should perform more aggressively with this
types of framework.
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